
Six reasons why Ambience Pro is so great:

Taking Pattern of L i fe in s imulat ion to the next level

Ambience Pro supports an API for VBS3 scripting. It 
allows advanced customization of the behavior of 
vehicles and civilions populated by Ambience Pro. It 
can be combined with VBS3 triggers, to ensure the 
background pattern of life can be modified to support 
the training requirements.

Ambience Pro uses terrain details to produce lifelike behaviours 
of crowd and vehicle entities. Whenever crowd or vehicle 
entity groups are defined on a specific topographical location, 
useful terrain details such as road network, sidewalks and 
bridges are automatically processed and saved. Ambience 
Pro can be used on all VBS3 compatible terrains.Pro can be used on all VBS3 compatible terrains.

Vehicles obey road rules, perform lane changes, overtake and 
can navigate intersections to create realistic traffic patterns 
inside the simulated environment. Traffic lights, road obstacles 
and multi-lane roads are all supported. Humans move in the 
simulated environment in an intelligent manner, choosing the 
most sensible route.

Ambience Pro comes with a comprehensive, intuitive and powerful editor. This allows a user to quickly build a complex 
and varying pattern of life for any terrain. The drag-and-drop user interface allows a user to save any element of the 
pattern of life as a library for use in other scenarios. The editor embraces the ‘create once, use forever’ mantra.
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Ambience Pro  is a professional Pattern of Life authoring and generation tool for virtual training scenarios. It provides 
the ability to easily create a complex pattern of life spanning hours, or even days, and to execute that pattern of 
life inside VBS3.
the ability to easily create a complex pattern of life spanning hours, or even days, and to execute that pattern of 
life inside VBS3.

Ambience Pro provides fine grained control over the generated pattern of life, how that pattern of life evolves over 
time and how the pattern of life interacts with the environment. It is ideal for intelligence, surveillance, target 
acquisition, and reconnaissance (ISTAR) training and urban training scenarios spanning a long duration.

Ambience API

Ambience Pro    is an extension of the Ambience software, and provides the capability to author highly detailed pattern of life scenarios 
which evolve over time, as well as the quick to con�gure pattern of life generation supported by Ambience.

Ambience Pro Editor

Large Virtual Population

™ 

™  

Large virtual populations

Design your pattern-of-life with ease



The Ambience Pro engine introduces LOD (Level of 
Detail) management system that preserves the              
performance of the simulation. All the high priority 
elements of a simulation are rendered inside the              
environment, while other elements are in a suspended 
state. The suspended elements are rendered when they 
are called for action inside the simulation. This ensures 
that high entity counts are achieved while maintaining a 
usable frame rate.

For more information please visit our website - www.simct.com or contact - sales@simct.com
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“I just want to turn my empty virtual worlds into living ones populated with virtual 
entities in a quick and easy way.” Ambience is for you.

“I care about the details of the individuals within my pattern of life,  I want to be able 
to define what they do and when they do it.” Ambience Pro is your best solution.

Designed for performance

Ambience Pro is designed for the customer for whom the 
exact nature of the pattern-of-life is critical. It contains all 
of the features of Ambience, but in addition, the software 
comes with a highly capable pattern of life editor using 
which  you can ‘markup’ your terrain by designating types 
of buildings (such as residential, religious, offices, retail, 
food outlets, schools etc).

You can then build demographic groups, and add 
actions for each group to a timeline. For example, you 
can build heavy traffic during rush-hours, congregations 
at religious buildings at certain times, heavy populations of 
children around schools and so forth.

Finally, Ambience Pro allows you to edit the automatically 
generated road and pedestrian networks. You can move 
road crossing points, add traffic lighted intersections, 
remove traffic lights, add parking areas and much more. 
It is the ultimate tool for the customer who needs a 
configurable and realistic pattern of life.

How it is different from Ambience?

Which product do I need?

Ambience Pro object set up window

Scenario creation wizard

Customized realistic urban scenariosChaotic pattern of life

The Ambience Pro engine introduces LOD (Level of 

Designed for performance

Ambience Pro uses terrain details to produce lifelike behaviours of crowd and vehicle entities. Whenever crowd or 
vehicle entity groups are defined on a specific topographical location, useful terrain details such as road network, 
sidewalks and bridges are automatically processed and saved. Ambience Pro can be used on all VBS3 compatible 
terrains.

Intelligent terrain processing


